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Introduction
This programme is designed to support young children within both the mainstream classroom context and within the nurture group setting. The key aim is to introduce and practise mindfulness, which is an approach that increases children’s life skills by supporting them in developing the ability to both soothe and calm themselves; to pay attention to themselves in the world and to think about and reflect on both their actions and their relationships.

At the outset it is important to point out the fact that mindfulness is not simply an abstract body of knowledge. It is, in essence, a practical set of skills. For human beings, daily living is often extremely stressful and busy. Mindfulness supports us in becoming more fully aware of living right now, in the present moment. There is an increasing body of research that shows it can ultimately have long-term benefits for both our health and our levels of happiness.

Most of us, at some point, will have made a journey into work and when we get there suddenly realised that we didn’t remember engaging in the actual task of driving. There are also times when we may be lying in a bath or having a shower and feeling the warm water on our bodies but not actually being present in that moment. Very often we will be thinking about something that we have to do or an event that took place previously or a meeting that we might need to organise. For many of us we can become entrenched in living our lives on an automatic pilot. We barely live in the present and don’t pay attention to what is happening in our lives currently, at this particular moment. However, if we stop to really think about the situation it is this moment that is all we actually have.

“Mindfulness is paying attention here and now with kindness and curiosity” (Association for Mindfulness in Education).

Mindfulness has also been described as:
“The awareness that emerges through paying attention on purpose through the present moment, non judgementally, to the unfolding of experience moment by moment” (Kabat-Zinn).

One of the simplest ways to get into a mindful state is to simply sit down on a chair, close your eyes and begin to focus on your breathing. As you sit still, relaxed but alert, you can then direct your attention to the sensation of each inhalation and exhalation, and also become aware of the feeling of air as it enters and then leaves your mouth or nostrils. While doing this, other thoughts will enter your mind. The idea is to become aware of such intrusions; noting each of them in turn without judgement and then simply let them pass. This is one of the key elements of mindfulness and the skill that is focused on throughout the 60 Mindful Minutes programme for young children.
Acceptance
Treating our thoughts in this non-judgemental and more detached manner is also hugely positive in terms of accepting our thoughts and feelings. This is very important as it encourages us to be more tolerant and kind to ourselves. We do not need to beat ourselves up for having negative or intrusive thoughts or feelings; we simply have to accept them and know that we need to learn to be kinder to ourselves in both the short and longer terms.

Attention regulation
Given that mindfulness doesn’t demand that we clear our minds of all thoughts and feelings but rather allow them to pass by and be noted, this provides us with training in how to regulate and direct our attention at will. This is extremely important for young children in the learning context. Being able to bring back a wandering attention over and over again is, according to William James, ‘the very route of judgement, character and will’. In his 1980 classic ‘The Principles of Psychology’, James highlights the fact that education should improve this faculty and if it did so then it would be ‘the education par excellence’.

The evidence base for mindfulness in schools
Historically it has generally been the case that mindfulness has been used in a clinical context by practitioners who are aiming to support those suffering with stress, anxiety and depression. However, in terms of using mindfulness as a preventative tool for children in the non-clinical context of schools, it has become increasingly apparent that this does offer a practical way forward in terms of delivery of such an intervention. There is to a very great extent an overlap with the current SEAL curriculum, specifically in the areas of developing self-awareness and emotional intelligence, motivation and social skills. As a tool used regularly and appropriately, mindfulness can increase children’s level of self awareness. It also nurtures their capacity to regulate automatic emotional reactions to events and difficulties that they may encounter on a daily basis in both the school and social contexts. There is an increasing evidence base to support this intervention. This includes the publication of the first peer-reviewed controlled study (2010) on the delivery of mindfulness in schools. This was implemented by Huppert & Johnson from the Cambridge Wellbeing Institute.

A four-week syllabus was delivered for use in two independent, fee-paying boys’ schools, and in total 173 students took part in the study. Mindfulness was taught during RE lessons with each student being in one of 11 classes of the two schools. Six of those classes took normal RE lessons to provide a control group for the study while the other five undertook mindfulness training. Initially the students were required to complete online questionnaires to assess their psychological wellbeing, resilience and reported levels of mindfulness. The measures used include the Warwick...
Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale, the Ego Resiliency Scale and the Cognitive Effective Mindfulness Scale revised. Overall, it would seem there was a significant increase in wellbeing among students who received the mindfulness intervention, but of most significance is the fact that those who practised it more regularly reported a greater increase in benefit overall. Subsequent to the delivery of this study, a further expanded eight-week course is being developed and is currently being trialled in a number of state schools around the United Kingdom and other European countries.

**Mindfulness and nurture**

There have been some concerns voiced by teachers in schools, and also some parents, that mindfulness training could be perceived as focusing on the deficits we perceive children to have inside themselves, for example, supporting a general tendency to label young people as having problems that need fixing. However, this is not the intention of such an intervention or process and the majority of practitioners would certainly not see it as being applied in this way. It is vital that the intervention is not seen as simply part of a therapeutic toolbox. It should be firmly centred within the territory of flourishing and within a whole school approach to positive psychology that builds on strength and builds resilience.

Mindfulness can be seen as an appropriate intervention for use within the nurture group context. Many of our young people who engage in the nurture process and access such provisions will display complex needs alongside significant attachment difficulties or disorders. It is therefore crucial that they are given opportunities to begin to develop the skills they will need to be able to function more appropriately in both social and learning contexts. On presenting such an initiative to school based staff, it is important to highlight some of the key aims and outcomes.

**Mindfulness with young people and children will hopefully ensure the following:**

- They can balance their emotions and lower stress and anger
- They can practise staying calm and focused on learning in the classroom and therefore further develop their skills in both areas
- They can increase the level of trust they have between themselves and the adults who look after them, and thus make communication easier overall
- They can develop emotional and cognitive understanding and interpersonal awareness and skills
- They can also be taught how to pay attention; we often say ‘pay attention’ to children but we don’t actually teach them how to do this
- They can also become less reactive and more compassionate to others
Clearly these are all laudable aims and outcomes, and ones we would propose for all children within a nurturing context. These are the children that we want to be able to achieve the following:

- Better able to focus and concentrate
- Experience increased levels of calm
- Experience decreased levels of stress and anxiety
- Display improved impulse control
- Display increased self-awareness
- Develop natural conflict resolution skills
- Develop more empathy and compassion for others
- Develop and maintain skilful ways to manage difficult emotions

So, how does this fit with our overall objective of building resilience and wellbeing?

**Building resilience and wellbeing**

As stated previously, mindfulness can also support the development of resilience which is clearly also essential for all children and young people – not just those who are deemed to have been negatively affected by a lack of nurture in the early years. Boosting resilience can inoculate against depression and other mental illnesses and it can also build self-confidence and achievement. Resilient children can resist adversity, cope with uncertainty and recover more successfully from traumatic events or episodes. Psychologists have long recognised that some children develop well despite growing up in high risk environments. This capacity to cope with adversity, and even be strengthened by it, is at the heart of resilience. It is not something that people either have or don’t have. Resilience is learnable and teachable and as we learn, we increase the range of strategies available to us when things get difficult.

Resilience theory has been further influenced in recent years by psychologists working in the positive psychology field who adopt the position that all aspects of life need to be embraced, and that coping with risk and challenge are actually good for us. Stress and adversity are something we will all experience and it is therefore essential that children learn how to manage such challenges. As Carol Craig, chief executive of the Centre for Confidence and Wellbeing in Glasgow writes, ‘even with the best care, for children and young people the world can be full of adversity’ (Craig 2007, p.92). Promoting resilience and the positive sense of self and coping skills that result are clearly an essential within both the social and learning
contexts. Mindfulness approaches can support such an objective as part of a whole school approach at both the individual/group and systems level. It can form one element of such an approach, specifically targeting children who may present as most vulnerable within both the learning and social contexts. It can also be most effective when delivered as part of the Nurture Group curriculum. Hence the development of this programme with the Nurture Group Network who fully endorse the approach as it fits very comfortably with the core principles and values of nurture.

The concept of nurture groups
Nurture groups were originally developed in 1969 in inner London by educational psychologist Marjorie Boxall. Boxall identified that a large number of children entering school were presenting with severe social, emotional and behavioural needs. They were unable to form trusting relationships with adults or to respond appropriately to other children. In effect, they were simply not ready to meet the social and intellectual demands of school life. She found that these problems were directly related to impoverished early nurturing. The main aim of the nurture group intervention was therefore to ‘create the world of earliest childhood; building the basic and essential learning experiences normally gained in the first three years of life and to enable children to fully meet their potential in mainstream schools’ (Boxall 2002). Nurture groups were originally classrooms in mainstream primary schools where small groups of children with a range of social and emotional difficulties were offered focused support (Bennathan and Boxall 2000). Now nurture groups can be found in primary schools, secondary schools, special schools, care settings and secure units. The key aim of the nurture group provision is to gain an understanding of what lies behind social, emotional and behavioural difficulties (Bennathan 2012) and to subsequently enable young people to value themselves through the experience of being valued and cared for by others (Cefai and Cooper 2009).
Theoretical underpinning

Underpinning the development of nurture groups was the recognition that children who displayed social, emotional and behavioural difficulties in the early years were generally exhibiting behaviours consistent with children of a younger chronological age – both socially and in the area of cognitive development. For Boxall (2002) the focus of a nurture group should therefore be building early attachments and the recreation of child interactions in early care. Boxall outlines the main principles that underpin the nurture group approach as follows:

- Children’s learning is understood and responded to developmentally
- The classroom offers a safe and predictable environment where adults are reliable and set firm boundaries
- The importance of nurture for self-esteem is promoted
- The group addresses the issue that language is a key tool for communication and not just a skill to be learned
- A recognition and understanding that all behaviour is a means of communication.

What is a nurture group?

In effect a nurture group is inclusive early intervention and prevention for the development of social, emotional and behavioural difficulties within a mainstream setting. It is also a provision in which the day is one of carefully structured routines providing a balance of learning, teaching, affection and structure within a homelike environment. It is also a group in which children are placed, not due to their limitations with regards to ability, but simply because they have missed out on early experiences that promote good development, particularly in the areas of social, emotional and behavioural skills. Nurture groups offer a context and model of relationships to children who have been missing out, or who have insufficiently internalised essential early learning experiences. They are generally a within-school resource, staffed by two adults for up to 10 children, and offer short or medium term placements where the children attend regularly. They usually fully return to their mainstream classroom within two to four terms. Nurture groups do not in any sense stigmatise the children who attend, since the intervention is planned as part of a whole school approach to supporting children. In fact, the children have strong links with their mainstream class; for example registering in the morning, attending selective activities, and spending social time in lunchtimes with their classroom peer group. The nurture group takes place within the nurture room which aims to provide a secure, dependable environment to meet the different needs of each child. There is a strong focus on supporting positive
emotional and social growth and cognitive development at the level of the individual child by responding to each child in a developmentally appropriate way.

The guiding principles of any nurture group are as follows:

1. Children’s learning is understood developmentally
2. The nurture group class offers a secure base
3. Nurture is important for self-esteem
4. Language is a vital means of communication
5. All behaviour is communication
6. Transition is important in children’s lives

Setting up a nurture group room

The room is intended as an educational setting but clearly includes the elements of a secure and supportive home. Alongside the normal classroom furniture there are comfortable chairs and sofas, a cooking area and a large mirror. The room should ideally have four or five areas: a kitchen area, a dining area, a role play area and a quiet area. All these will be appropriately resourced, while supplementary resources may also include:

- A small writing or book making corner
- A listening station which is valuable when children want to listen to story tapes or simply record their own stories, thoughts and feelings and share them later if they so desire
- Sand and water areas
- Dolls, pushchair or buggy
- Train sets and play bricks

The majority of nurture group sessions are likely to be approximately two hours long and it is clearly more practical, in terms of the school timetable, to ensure that times remain consistent throughout the year.

- For the first half hour of the session the children engage in free play. They can access a range of activities at this time and it is an ideal opportunity for staff to observe the children’s learning and development of social and emotional skills. Table top and floor activities can be set up to cover each area of learning. are when the children engage in group time. One member of staff will lead the group while the other becomes a member of the group, providing a role model for the children. Activities in this session may include the following:
• Days of the week
• Weather
• Finding name cards
• Choosing a special helper
• Playing a short game linked to number or letter recognition
• Playing the ‘bag’ game (see below).

• The next 30 minutes are for toast time. A special helper helps prepare and serve the toast and drinks to the peer group. During this time, both the adults and the children sit down together at the table; this enables the adults to model social conversation and engage in any problem-solving regarding a current issue that may have arisen within the group.

• The next part of the session involves focused teaching. One member of staff will carry out focused teaching tasks with individual children. Each child will try to complete the task during this time, either in a one-to-one or small group context. This enables the other member of staff to interact with other children in their play while these activities are being implemented.

• The final part of the nurture group session is that of story time where one member of the staff reads a story to the group as a whole while the other becomes part of the group once again. This enables them to model appropriate behaviour, listening skills, etc, and also support the children’s enjoyment, learning and development of language skills.

A growing evidence base for nurture with mindfulness

Research has shown us that nurture groups in primary schools can foster and maintain educational engagement (Cooper and Tiknaz 2007). They have also been shown to effectively remove a variety of barriers to learning including aggressive behaviour, temper tantrums and withdrawn behaviour (Bishop 2008). Alongside this evidence base, a range of government reports have also shown that nurture groups within the primary phase are also effective in reducing school exclusions (Ofsted 2011; Ofsted 2009; Estyn 2007). It therefore seems entirely logical to suggest that mindfulness activities and approaches are also now delivered within the context of such an evidence-based intervention that truly ensures the inclusion of some of our most vulnerable and complex children and young people.
Delivering the activities within the nurture group

There are 60 suggested activities that can be presented on individual cards for ease of use. These are relatively straightforward in terms of delivery and organisation and are arranged under three key headings:

- **Thinking and breathing**
- **Thinking and moving**
- **Thinking and recording**

The first section focuses on introducing key concepts of mindfulness that involve thinking and observing and regulating thoughts and emotions. The second part introduces a range of activities that involve movement and physical control while the final part focuses on recording mindful behaviours in both words and pictures. The cards are presented in order with introductory activities first and those that require a greater skill level towards the end. However, it is not prescriptive and there is obviously flexibility here for the teacher/support staff to adjust the running order to suit the particular needs of the group they are supporting.

It is clearly essential that the nurture group staff arrange for the context to be as appropriate as possible, ie providing and reinforcing the need for a quiet space and time, and also allocating special mats or places in the room to engage in the majority of these activities.

It would also be useful at the outset for staff to introduce the concept of mindfulness. For this purpose Appendix 1 provides practitioners with an information sheet for parents and teachers. It will also be useful to introduce the idea of mindfulness to the children by describing how mindfulness may work for them. Staff can explain that all the children will engage in activities that will help them to learn more about themselves and each other. The 60 Mindful Minutes programme will support them in terms of teaching them new skills they can use every day. These are the kinds of skills that will help them for the rest of their lives.

Mindfulness can be introduced as an intervention that focuses on developing attention skills. The children and young people will be asked to pay attention to each and every moment, not to make any judgements about those moments and also to be able to accept themselves for simply being the people that they are. Stopping and being still and thinking and noticing what is going on are body experiences and how we think and respond to those thoughts is something that will help all of us in both the short and longer terms. Staff can explain to the
children and young people that it is possible to allow themselves to have feelings without
allowing those feelings to overcome them.

Mindfulness, as taught in this programme, will ultimately help them to relax more and to
remain calm when things go wrong or they begin to get stressed. The processes will also
encourage the children and young people to show themselves compassion and tolerance and
not to constantly compare themselves to other people. It is this kind of behaviour that
generally leads us to feel very unhappy with both ourselves and our lives in general. The staff
can explain to the children and young people they will be playing lots of games and engaging
in activities that will help them learn about themselves and each other. For example, they will
play games to help them become more aware of physical sensations, thoughts and feelings.
They will be taught how to slow down, to focus on their breathing and to be able to simply
accept a thought, recognise it, and then let it go without making any judgement about it. They
will have a time every day in the nurture group where they will spend a few mindful minutes
engaging in the activities on the 60 cards in the pack. However, Appendix 2 also provides
them with a format for recording their own mindfulness activities and practice in both the
school and the home context. This will be useful for the children to generalise the practice into
other contexts and also become more skilled in terms of practising mindfulness independently
of adult support.

It is hoped that this resource will prove to be extremely effective and useful within the context
of the nurture group. We all want to ensure the development of children and young people
who can engage in healthy social relationships; who can pay attention in the school and
learning contexts; who can manage their anxiety; who can build their capacity to memorise
and self-manage and understand themselves, and also who can relax as and when it is
appropriate to do so. Overall, the key aim here is to promote the wellbeing of all children —
not simply those who have additional or complex needs. I feel very strongly that mindfulness is
a powerful means of ensuring children and young people remain well, keeping their minds
clear of thoughts so they can focus on what is happening now without being distracted. This
in turn means they can become more aware of their thoughts and in so doing find it easier to
accept their thoughts just as thoughts, letting them go and knowing that they don’t have to
be ruled by them. Paying attention to the present moment, being content within that moment
and feeling aware of the all the good things in our lives are surely elements that will ultimately
ensure greater levels of happiness and wellbeing.
As Donella H Meadows says:

“Suppose we went at a slow enough pace...to feel our bodies, play with children, look openly without agenda or timetable into the faces of loved ones...Suppose we took time each day to sit in silence. I think if we did those things, the world wouldn’t need much saving.”
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Appendix 1
Info sheet for parents and teachers

An introduction
Mindfulness is an approach that aims to further develop children’s life skills by helping them self-regulate and self-calm, pay attention to themselves and the world they live in and to effectively reflect on their actions and relationships.

**Mindfulness has been described as:**
“The awareness that emerges through paying attention on purpose through the present moment non-judgementally to the unfolding of experience moment by moment.” (Kabat-Zinn)

The key aims of mindfulness – these are to develop the following:
- **Attention** – awareness of emotions, thoughts, feelings and greater concentration
- **Balance** – time for you, time for amily and friends, time for school and studying
- **Compassion** – self-acceptance, non-judgemental

Who is this for?
This approach can be used with all adults and children to increase self-awareness and support us in managing daily life as well as stressful events. Mindfulness can help to support the following:
- **Attention**
- **Social relationships**
- **Anxiety**
- **Memory**
- **Self-management**
- **Self-understanding**
- **Relaxation**

Outline of mindfulness in the nurture group
This intervention can teach young people new skills they can use every day and that will ensure they develop wellbeing skills and strategies in the future. Mindfulness is about learning to pay attention to each and every moment, be non-judgemental and accept who you are.

The purpose of the intervention is to develop a practice of mindfulness, to better understand ourselves and to allow ourselves to have feelings without allowing the feelings to control us and our actions. Mindfulness aims to help young people to relax, to remain calm, to give themselves compassion and to not constantly compare themselves with others, the latter being a sure source of unhappiness.

We will play lots of games to learn about ourselves and each other; for example, games to help us become more aware of physical sensations, thoughts and feelings, to slow down, to focus on breathing, or simply to be able to accept a thought, then to let it go.

We will practise activities from our 60 Mindful Minutes programme every day. Sometimes these will last for two to three minutes and sometimes they may last for 10. What is important to remember is that the more we practise, the better our skills become.

Reinforcing skills at home
The children and young people can practise mindful activities in a range of contexts – including at home. For this purpose, they will be provided with a Mindfulness Record on which they can record their own mindful minutes and reflect on how effective these are in terms of maintaining overall wellbeing.
Appendix 2

Mindfulness Record

Please try to practise the mindful activities we use in the nurture group as often as you can. For example, spending a few minutes each day practising breathing exercises will help them become part of your normal everyday routine.

Note down in the chart what activity you tried, when you tried it and how it felt, what thoughts or feelings you had and perhaps you could also give it a score out of five.

You can try these activities at both home and school and then feed back to your teacher in the nurture group at the end of each week.
# Mindfulness Record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When/Date</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Thoughts/Feelings</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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</tbody>
</table>
Nurture groups

- Offer a short-term, inclusive, focused intervention
- Empower staff, children and young people and their parents/carers
- Intervene early, preventing later problems
- Raise attainment, attendance and self-confidence
- Use evidence-based practices
- Are cost effective
- Are endorsed by Ofsted, HMIE and Estyn
- Address legislative requirements
- Are recommended as effective practice in numerous government documents
- Are underpinned by attachment theory and neuroscience
- Are non-judgemental

The Nurture Group Network promotes the development of nurture groups and provides accredited training for teachers and other staff so they can run their own nurture groups in their schools.

Can we help you and your children and young people?
To find out or for more information call The Nurture Group Network on 020 3475 8980, check our website to see what teachers, parents and children have to say about nurture groups, or email us at info@nurturegroups.org

Membership of The Nurture Group Network, which is open to everyone, provides a range of services to individuals and schools to support their work with children and young people including accredited training, research, publications and information exchange.

The nurture group network

helping children and young people to succeed

UK registered charity number: 1115972. Scottish registered charity number: SC042703

e. info@nurturegroups.org

@nurturegroups

www.nurturegroups.org

18A Victoria Park Square, Bethnal Green, London E2 9PB